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QUALIFICATION CERTIFICATE Pursuant to

Seating 8 Rangenm 2,040 Cabin Length

Commission Regulation (EU) No 290/2012

19â€™ 1â€• ... Rangenm 2,040 Cabin

and

Length 19â€™ 1â€• Cabin Height 5â€™

European Aviation Safety Agency that FSTD

0â€• Cabin Width 5â€™ 1â€• *This aircraft

No EU-A0060 S/N: CAE / 2UHP-1109

has a maximum passenger capacity of 9 for

Learjet 75 Located at Bombardier Aerospace

charter Ëœights 1 3 2 4 8 5 6 7 LEARJET 75

2929 West Airfield Drive 75261 DFW Airport

Los Angeles Toronto Seattle New York

USA

Miami Juneau Cabo San Lucas Bozeman

requirements

+1.818.989.2900

charter@claylacy.com.
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only as expensive options by competitors. It

preliminary and subject to change without

is an aircraft designed not only to provide

notice. The Bluetooth word mark and logos
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are

by

Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such
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by

Garmin
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Bombardier currently produces the Learjet 70
and

Learjet

75

business

jets.

The

seven-passenger Learjet 70 powers on
TFE731-40BR Honeywell engines and has a
maximum range of 2,060 NM. The Learjet 75
is a nine-passenger light jet touted as the
only business jet in its class to include an
eight-seat double-club configuration, flat floor
throughout ...
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